Ten Years Behind
The Vital Role of Non-Instructional Staff in Promoting
Successful Learning Environments and the Critical
Need for Funding
By Chris Duncombe, Ashley C. Kenneth, and Michael J. Cassidy
Productive, safe learning environments
where all students have the supports and
resources to be successful depend on
having sufficient staffing. Whether that
is teachers and aides instructing students
in the classroom, principals and assistant
principals ensuring the appropriate
management of the school, counselors
and social workers assisting students with
academic, social, and emotional learning
outside of the classroom, or maintenance
and transportation staff that keep facilities
functional and get students to and from
school safely.
Gov. Northam and state legislators can
help ensure that students receive the
support they need by undoing a policy
decision made a decade ago to artificially
cap investment in critical support positions.
Both instructional and support staff play
vital roles in the safety and success of
students. Yet since the 2008-2009 school
year, there has been a profound dropoff in state investment for support staff
positions. This is because in 2009, in

response to the Great Recession, Gov. Tim
Kaine and the legislature at the time agreed
to add language to the budget that would
put in place what was called a “cap” on
support staff funding, cutting hundreds of
millions in state funding for support staff.

A decade later, the recession has gone,
state revenues have recovered, yet the
support cap persists. Its impacts continue
to be felt by school divisions across the
commonwealth (see appendix for division
by division data).

While student enrollment has increased
by 55,000 students since that time, under
the cap, support staff has decreased by
2,800 positions across the commonwealth
(excludes school counselors, nurses, and
bus drivers; not included in cap).1 These
reductions mean school counselors
have taken on administrative and testing
responsibilities while maintaining large
caseloads, and custodial staff has been
drastically reduced to the point where
schools do not have the capacity to
maintain clean, healthy environments.
It also means that instructors are
forced to wear the hat of social worker,
administrator, and custodian, and students
are left without access to vital support
services and facilities without proper
upkeep.2

The students that feel these impacts
most are those who may not have access
to these supports, such as counseling,
career development, and mental health
services, outside of the school. Children
and young adults of color are less likely
to have access to mental health care,
despite similar levels of need.3 If schools
do not have these critical positions or
caseloads are unmanageable, these children
may never receive treatment. Support
positions are vital for addressing and
improving challenges that are particularly
felt by students from low-income families
and students of color such as chronic
absenteeism, high rates of suspensions
and expulsions, and overall school climate.
Adequately addressing these challenges
would lead to better academic and life
outcomes for students.
“For the purposes of funding certain support
positions in Basic Aid, a funding ratio
methodology is used based upon the prevailing
ratio of actual support positions, consistent with
those recognized for SOQ funding, to actual
instructional positions, consistent with those
recognized for SOQ funding, as established
in Chapter 781, 2009 Acts of Assembly. For
the purposes of making the required spending
adjustments, the appropriation and distribution
of Basic Aid shall reflect this methodology. Local
school divisions shall have the discretion as to
where the adjustment may be made, consistent
with the Standards of Quality funded in this Act”
– Budget Bill, Chapter 854
Acts of Assembly, Item 136
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The Vital Role of Support Staff in Virginia’s Schools
School support staff play an important role in ensuring students are learning in a safe,
productive environment.They can build trust with students, encourage parental and family
involvement in education, improve school climate, and provide a wide range of services that
keep schools running smoothly. Here are some of the positions and vital functions that they
provide:
School social workers are trained to respond flexibly to students’

School psychologists analyze complex mental health problems

life needs, recognizing that academic success requires a
healthy home environment. Their responsibilities may include
connecting homeless students to mainstream resources,
assessing students’ mental health, providing individual and
family counseling services, and coordinating crisis response.

and learning disabilities in students and recommend
interventions. They conduct threat assessments to ensure that
curricula and learning environments are appropriate for a
diverse array of learning needs and connect students to mental
health services offered outside of school.

Family and community outreach/engagement coordinators serve

Food service staff and nutritionists are imperative to ensuring that

the essential role of further integrating parents within their
student’s academic life to improve student achievement. Specific
responsibilities include facilitating workshops between parents,
administrators and students to help parents better understand
their child’s academic needs and foster stronger relationships.

the dietary needs of each student are met by offering healthy,
nutritious meals daily. Nutritionists are responsible for making
sure the school meets nutrition standards and keep track of
students’ allergies. Food service staff have the important task
of preparing and serving meals to students to ensure they have
the nourishment and energy to focus in the classroom.

Maintenance workers and custodians ensure that all school

facilities and equipment operate properly to foster a conducive
learning environment for all students. Maintenance staff are
entrusted with making sure the physical operations of the
school function properly each day by repairing necessities
such as electricity, heating, air conditioning, and much more.
Custodians are vital to protecting the health of all students and
staff personnel by providing cleaning and sanitation services
throughout the entire school.

Administrative and clerical staff serve a variety of functions

necessary for schools to function smoothly. This includes
helping keep finances in order, procuring supplies,
corresponding with parents, sending out pertinent information
to community members, and maintaining student records.

Other positions that are crucial for the success and well-being of students, not included
within the state’s cap on support staff but still impacted by budgetary constraints, include:
School nurses attend to both the immediate and ongoing health

School counselors have a myriad of responsibilities in meeting

needs of students and identify the social determinants of those
needs, such as housing stability and access to health insurance.
They are often the first responders to students in crisis, and also
serve as health educators and care coordinators.

the academic, career development, and social and emotional
needs of students. They assist in class selection, study skill
development, post-secondary planning, and are involved in the
positive social development of students both inside and outside
of the classroom. Counselors spend time with individual
students to work through challenges, such as family conflict,
abuse, or problematic behavior.

Bus drivers transport students to and from school and other

locations while ensuring their safety and well-being. They
may provide first aid in emergencies, keep the bus in a safe
working condition, and are mindful of and respond to weather
conditions.
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The lack of adequate support staff in
Virginia’s schools speaks to the importance
of the state budget and how changes in
policy language – even when they appear
technical or obscure – shape our everyday
lives.
With the capacity to adequately fund
these positions, the solution is simple:
when Gov. Northam and state legislators
put forward their budget proposals, they
should leave out the three sentences in the
budget that impose this harmful restriction
on vital support positions and include the
appropriate funds to ensure all schools
have adequate staffing for safe, productive
learning environments.
Impact of the Support “Cap” Statewide
and by School Division
In the first year that the cap was
implemented, the state cut funding for
salaries and fringe benefits for support
staff by $347 million.4 Almost 13,000
support positions lost state funding,
forcing local governments to eliminate or
fully fund these positions on their own.5
While pitched as a temporary strategy to
save funding in a time of financial strain,
the support cap has been included in every
budget since its introduction 10 years
ago. The impacts of the cap will continue
through fiscal year 2020 with the approval
of the latest state budget. State funding for
support staff (salaries and benefits) will
be down by $430 million this upcoming
school year – a 39% decline – from what
the state spent in 2008-2009, adjusted into
2019 dollars.6 The overall impact of these
reductions over the past decade reaches
more than $4.7 billion, adding up the
annual reductions from 2010 to 2020.

divisions, the reduction is quite significant.
The decrease in inflation-adjusted funding
exceeded 50% – meaning the state now
pays less than half as much in salaries
and benefits as it did in 2008-2009 – for
39 Virginia school divisions. For the two
divisions that have seen increased support
staff funding (Loudoun County and
Fredericksburg), those gains have been
driven by a combination of their state and
local cost share (local composite index)
shifting and enrollment growth.7 Most
divisions have not been so fortunate.
While reductions in state funding have
been fairly universal, the impacts in terms
of actual staffing have been more varied.
School divisions with the highest share of
students of color have seen their staffing
levels drop more rapidly than other
divisions with the lowest share of students
of color. Support staffing dropped by 4
positions per 1,000 students in divisions
with the highest percentage of students of
color compared to a decrease of 1 position
per 1,000 students in divisions with the
lowest percentage. In total, support staff
declined by more than 600 positions in
divisions with the most students of color,
while enrollment has grown by almost
16,000 students.8

Support positions are vital for
addressing and improving
challenges that are particularly
felt by students from low-income
families and students of color.
The share of support positions the state
helps pay for dropped to less than 40%
since the implementation of the cap.9 This
means that the state does not provide
funding for six out of every 10 support
positions in Virginia schools. It also
means that every time the state offers a
pay raise, like the 5% increase budgeted
for the 2019-2020 school year, there are
no state dollars available to local divisions
to provide that raise for the majority of
support staff in their schools. That is
because the state only provides funding
for support staff under the cap, or as its
phrased in the budget, for Standards of
Quality (SOQ) funded positions.10 This
leaves local governments with a difficult
choice: a) only provide a pay increase to
some, not all support staff; b) only provide
a partial pay increase to all support staff; or
c) find the local revenues to fund a full pay
increase to all staff.

Looking at individual school divisions,
state funding for support staff has
declined in 2019 dollars for 130 of
Virginia’s 132 school divisions since the
cap went into place. For many school
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Understanding Virginia’s Support Cap
While commonly referred to as a cap,
this policy is perhaps more accurately
described in the Appropriation Act as “a
funding ratio methodology.” It is not a flat
cap that has remained steady since 2010,
nor is it based on how many support staff
schools have or need. Rather, it is a ratio
of instructional staff to support staff. The
inputs to the equation get updated every
two years as part of the rebenchmarking
process, resulting in a new funding
ratio. It has gotten more stringent every
update since its implementation in 2010,11
making it function more like a ratchet that
continues to put tighter financial restraints
on localities.
When the support cap was first
implemented in 2010 that ratio was 4.03
– this meant that on average the state had
a little more than four instructional staff
for every one support staff. The minimum
number of instructional staff required by
Virginia’s Standards of Quality (SOQ) is
then divided by this ratio number in order
to determine state funding for support
staff. This methodology creates a feedback
loop where the cap pressures school
divisions to decrease support staffing. As
they do, the ratio and the severity of the
cap increases. As evidence of this, the
funding ratio has increased every time it
has been updated, growing from 4.03 to
4.27,12 and will continue to grow unless
state lawmakers take action.
In addition to being harmful, this
calculation is flawed because the minimum
instructional staffing ratios required in the

SOQ are not designed to determine levels
for support staff. These ratios developed
by the Board of Education determine how
many teachers, principals and counselors
are needed to properly educate and advise
students in the classroom. These standards
do not show how many custodians are
needed to maintain a functional and
safe learning environment or how many
accountants are needed to keep a school’s
finances in order.13
In other words, the cap is arbitrary. It does
not represent actual costs, and it is not
based upon estimates of the number of
needed support staff.

school divisions on support staff. This
way, the state paid schools based on typical
levels of staffing and did not compensate
schools for potentially excessive support
costs. In a 2004 review of best practices
in support services, the Joint Legislative
Audit and Review Commission concluded
that “school division practices and
expenditures for non-instructional
support services in Virginia appear to
be neither inadequate nor excessive.”14
The report noted that Virginia’s perpupil expenditures for non-instructional
services were below the national average
and similar to the average for the southern
region.

Prior to 2010, the SOQ formula estimated
the cost of support staff using a more
accurate approach. The formula calculated
the most typical level of spending by

The state’s cap on funding support
positions is not only arbitrary in its
formula, but was also unnecessary to begin
with because spending was appropriate.

Student enrollment has increased, while support positions have
decreased...Instructors are forced to wear the hat of social worker,
administrator, and custodian, and students are left without access
to vital support services and facilities without proper upkeep.
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Going Forward
Back in 2009, a student at the University
of Virginia testified before the Virginia
Board of Education against the support
cap saying, “It is not a temporary solution
to current economic hardships. Instead, it
is a permanent reduction in the Standards
of Quality which will outlast the current
recession.”15 A decade later, we continue to
see the wisdom of those words. What was
presented as a temporary cost reduction
has become part of the budgeting process
– just the cost of doing business.
Yet it does not have to be this way.
Virginia is in the midst of economic
growth with new revenues coming into

the state. We are a top 10 state in the
country in median household income,
yet bottom 10 when it comes to the state
investment in K-12 education.16 The
capacity exists for lawmakers to fully fund
support positions in our schools whether
they decide to use existing revenues (from
our continued economic growth, new
online sales tax collections, and additional
collections from conforming to federal tax
legislation) or find new revenue streams.
Lawmakers could look to modernize the
state’s corporate income tax system by
passing “combined reporting” laws to
ensure large, multi-state corporations do
not shift profits earned in Virginia to other
jurisdictions and thereby ending a tax
advantage that local businesses do not get.

There is a clear path forward for
lawmakers to fully fund support positions
in Virginia schools. Gov. Northam
can direct the Virginia Department of
Education to remove the funding cap
on support positions from the biennial
rebenchmarking process, and the governor
and General Assembly can leave out the
item in the state budget maintaining that
cap. Doing so will help lift a decade-long
shadow over our schools cast by the
Great Recession, ensure schools have the
appropriate staffing for safe, productive
learning environments, and support
students across the commonwealth.
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Appendix
Statewide

State Funding for Support Staff in 2019 Dollars
Salaries and Benefits
2009
2020
Change from 2009
$1,106,950,159

Funding
2009 - 2020
% Change

Enrollment
2009 - 2020
% Change

$676,910,823

$(430,039,336)

-39%

4%

$3,066,175
$4,136,893
$1,360,814
$1,100,001
$2,490,489
$1,412,492
$5,839,351
$5,835,376
$88,024
$5,842,652
$438,681
$2,444,645
$881,101
$1,672,627
$1,139,360
$5,100,053
$2,528,765
$2,403,711
$267,266
$1,265,762
$36,817,203
$845,049
$361,912
$5,180,315
$813,129
$1,376,400
$2,794,651
$649,554
$61,974,276
$4,031,142
$1,224,999
$1,970,486
$3,855,240
$7,931,222
$1,598,437
$3,020,961
$488,384
$876,454
$1,842,527
$982,551
$2,963,056
$9,041,278
$2,998,265
$27,916,875
$5,258,301
$43,437
$4,523,030
$2,473,033
$401,289
$1,350,535
$232,116
$2,258,158
$41,562,889
$1,937,997
$1,034,565
$790,674
$474,276
$2,318,463
$436,170
$5,411,327
$747,868
$1,786,578
$797,560
$317,822
$1,358,454
$2,615,462
$2,112,273
$1,662,638

$(1,837,466)
$(3,149,525)
$(2,171,137)
$(968,158)
$(2,895,922)
$(1,204,273)
$(749,478)
$(5,616,291)
$(140,945)
$(5,547,338)
$(655,454)
$(2,482,070)
$(1,612,118)
$(2,057,808)
$(1,185,410)
$(5,116,602)
$(1,664,876)
$(2,347,901)
$(475,608)
$(1,301,959)
$(25,254,833)
$(652,674)
$(517,150)
$(2,316,795)
$(898,879)
$(1,695,119)
$(2,864,043)
$(940,711)
$(9,559,026)
$(2,167,856)
$(919,914)
$(1,777,522)
$(3,520,221)
$(5,063,312)
$(1,441,817)
$(2,961,021)
$(276,135)
$(1,345,895)
$(1,264,892)
$(1,025,632)
$(3,973,871)
$(8,935,529)
$(2,561,647)
$(15,588,421)
$(3,571,268)
$(91,031)
$(2,879,839)
$(1,434,472)
$(282,860)
$(1,054,399)
$(240,988)
$(2,193,698)
$5,886,646
$(1,345,969)
$(937,779)
$(681,554)
$(501,423)
$(2,855,253)
$(251,711)
$(4,393,769)
$(617,241)
$(802,390)
$(451,108)
$(337,153)
$(1,178,223)
$(2,093,843)
$(1,662,916)
$(1,386,728)

-37%
-43%
-61%
-47%
-54%
-46%
-11%
-49%
-62%
-49%
-60%
-50%
-65%
-55%
-51%
-50%
-40%
-49%
-64%
-51%
-41%
-44%
-59%
-31%
-53%
-55%
-51%
-59%
-13%
-35%
-43%
-47%
-48%
-39%
-47%
-49%
-36%
-61%
-41%
-51%
-57%
-50%
-46%
-36%
-40%
-68%
-39%
-37%
-41%
-44%
-51%
-49%
17%
-41%
-48%
-46%
-51%
-55%
-37%
-45%
-45%
-31%
-36%
-51%
-46%
-44%
-44%
-45%

-1%
10%
-33%
-8%
-15%
-2%
46%
-8%
-28%
-5%
-25%
-8%
-28%
-22%
3%
-10%
-2%
-9%
-37%
-16%
5%
-11%
-19%
11%
-14%
-23%
-7%
-23%
11%
-1%
-9%
-5%
-8%
6%
-10%
-12%
7%
-28%
4%
-29%
-22%
-7%
2%
4%
-2%
-28%
10%
9%
0%
2%
-24%
-13%
51%
3%
-8%
-10%
-17%
-17%
-7%
2%
-12%
22%
-16%
-12%
-14%
-9%
-9%
-7%

Locality Name (alphabetical by county, then cities and towns)
Accomack
Albemarle
Alleghany
Amelia
Amherst
Appomattox
Arlington
Augusta
Bath
Bedford
Bland
Botetourt
Brunswick
Buchanan
Buckingham
Campbell
Caroline
Carroll
Charles City
Charlotte
Chesterfield
Clarke
Craig
Culpeper
Cumberland
Dickenson
Dinwiddie
Essex
Fairfax Co.
Fauquier
Floyd
Fluvanna
Franklin
Frederick
Giles
Gloucester
Goochland
Grayson
Greene
Greensville
Halifax
Hanover
Isle of Wight
Henrico
Henry
Highland
James City
King George
King and Queen
King William
Lancaster
Lee
Loudoun
Louisa
Lunenberg
Madison
Mathews
Mecklenburg
Middlesex
Montgomery
Nelson
New Kent
Northampton
Northumberland
Nottoway
Orange
Page
Patrick

$4,903,642
$7,286,418
$3,531,951
$2,068,159
$5,386,410
$2,616,765
$6,588,829
$11,451,667
$228,970
$11,389,990
$1,094,135
$4,926,714
$2,493,218
$3,730,435
$2,324,770
$10,216,656
$4,193,641
$4,751,612
$742,873
$2,567,721
$62,072,036
$1,497,723
$879,062
$7,497,110
$1,712,008
$3,071,519
$5,658,694
$1,590,264
$71,533,302
$6,198,997
$2,144,913
$3,748,007
$7,375,462
$12,994,534
$3,040,254
$5,981,982
$764,519
$2,222,350
$3,107,419
$2,008,183
$6,936,928
$17,976,806
$5,559,912
$43,505,297
$8,829,569
$134,468
$7,402,870
$3,907,505
$684,148
$2,404,934
$473,104
$4,451,855
$35,676,243
$3,283,966
$1,972,345
$1,472,227
$975,699
$5,173,716
$687,881
$9,805,096
$1,365,109
$2,588,968
$1,248,668
$654,975
$2,536,677
$4,709,305
$3,775,190
$3,049,366

State Funding for Support Staff in 2019 Dollars
Salaries and Benefits
2009
2020
Change from 2009
Statewide

$1,106,950,159

$676,910,823

$(430,039,336)

Pittsylvania
Powhatan
Prince Edward
Prince George
Prince William
Pulaski
Rappahanock
Richmond Co.
Roanoke Co.
Scott
Rockbridge
Rockingham
Russell
Shenhandoah
Smyth
Southampton
Spotsylvania
Stafford
Surry
Sussex
Tazewell
Warren
Washington
Westmoreland
Wise
Wythe
York
Alexandria
Bristol
Buena Vista
Charlottesville
Colonial Heights
Covington
Danville
Falls Church
Fredericksburg
Galax
Hampton
Harrisonburg
Hopewell
Lynchburg
Martinsville
Petersburg
Newport News
Norfolk
Norton
Portsmouth
Radford
Richmond City
Roanoke City
Staunton
Suffolk
Virginia Beach
Waynesboro
Williamsburg
Winchester
Fairfax City
Franklin City
Chesapeake City
Lexington
Emporia
Salem
Poquoson
Manassas City
Manassas Park
Colonial Beach
West Point

$11,182,114
$4,371,493
$2,924,116
$7,383,508
$79,689,441
$5,622,287
$329,160
$1,215,982
$15,576,842
$5,115,626
$2,177,839
$12,569,694
$5,132,494
$5,771,025
$6,192,578
$3,223,956
$25,851,998
$28,500,373
$483,665
$1,537,796
$8,068,630
$5,130,248
$7,602,744
$1,207,869
$8,660,227
$4,753,534
$12,580,462
$3,622,888
$2,258,356
$1,607,977
$2,359,746
$2,633,842
$994,062
$7,311,684
$721,224
$872,981
$1,477,082
$25,322,778
$4,208,882
$4,702,389
$8,831,903
$2,759,446
$5,706,732
$34,289,809
$37,156,876
$831,583
$17,584,889
$1,693,899
$19,637,272
$12,575,204
$2,669,894
$15,041,058
$67,970,799
$3,051,753
$229,714
$2,871,407
$1,088,499
$1,449,415
$42,320,888
$620,497
$1,128,211
$4,104,932
$2,764,948
$6,316,742
$2,999,430
$516,250
$952,780

$6,178,427
$2,265,353
$1,278,574
$4,363,754
$58,537,552
$2,393,343
$171,074
$872,696
$8,254,692
$2,492,646
$1,368,885
$6,696,814
$2,560,876
$3,212,484
$3,025,205
$1,616,569
$14,278,818
$19,256,582
$139,827
$665,146
$3,737,626
$2,868,540
$4,254,565
$806,891
$3,764,727
$2,565,897
$7,264,655
$3,141,409
$1,526,250
$626,883
$1,377,175
$1,549,881
$663,650
$3,721,938
$587,274
$1,268,663
$852,070
$12,836,442
$3,912,485
$2,925,482
$4,713,239
$1,310,142
$2,682,773
$17,854,523
$18,474,046
$467,974
$9,289,207
$1,071,030
$10,958,794
$8,085,242
$1,445,235
$8,412,674
$36,052,790
$1,740,968
$200,199
$2,436,110
$637,078
$658,042
$24,517,508
$379,669
$782,115
$2,255,191
$1,176,175
$4,919,599
$2,802,693
$347,937
$584,531

$(5,003,686)
$(2,106,140)
$(1,645,542)
$(3,019,754)
$(21,151,889)
$(3,228,943)
$(158,086)
$(343,286)
$(7,322,150)
$(2,622,980)
$(808,954)
$(5,872,879)
$(2,571,618)
$(2,558,542)
$(3,167,374)
$(1,607,387)
$(11,573,181)
$(9,243,792)
$(343,837)
$(872,650)
$(4,331,004)
$(2,261,708)
$(3,348,179)
$(400,978)
$(4,895,500)
$(2,187,637)
$(5,315,808)
$(481,479)
$(732,107)
$(981,094)
$(982,572)
$(1,083,960)
$(330,412)
$(3,589,746)
$(133,949)
$395,683
$(625,012)
$(12,486,336)
$(296,397)
$(1,776,907)
$(4,118,664)
$(1,449,304)
$(3,023,959)
$(16,435,286)
$(18,682,830)
$(363,609)
$(8,295,681)
$(622,869)
$(8,678,478)
$(4,489,962)
$(1,224,659)
$(6,628,385)
$(31,918,009)
$(1,310,785)
$(29,515)
$(435,297)
$(451,421)
$(791,373)
$(17,803,381)
$(240,827)
$(346,095)
$(1,849,741)
$(1,588,773)
$(1,397,143)
$(196,737)
$(168,313)
$(368,249)

Funding
2009 - 2020
% Change

Enrollment
2009 - 2020
% Change

-39%

4%

-45%
-48%
-56%
-41%
-27%
-57%
-48%
-28%
-47%
-51%
-37%
-47%
-50%
-44%
-51%
-50%
-45%
-32%
-71%
-57%
-54%
-44%
-44%
-33%
-57%
-46%
-42%
-13%
-32%
-61%
-42%
-41%
-33%
-49%
-19%
45%
-42%
-49%
-7%
-38%
-47%
-53%
-53%
-48%
-50%
-44%
-47%
-37%
-44%
-36%
-46%
-44%
-47%
-43%
-13%
-15%
-41%
-55%
-42%
-39%
-31%
-45%
-57%
-22%
-7%
-33%
-39%

-6%
-4%
-21%
0%
25%
-19%
-20%
6%
-7%
-11%
-2%
-0%
-16%
-5%
-17%
-1%
-3%
11%
-30%
-15%
-20%
-3%
-7%
-10%
-18%
-10%
1%
41%
-6%
-27%
11%
-2%
20%
-16%
32%
33%
-5%
-12%
45%
5%
-6%
-30%
-15%
-8%
-14%
-0%
-9%
8%
8%
5%
0%
0%
-5%
-6%
46%
11%
8%
-18%
3%
11%
-8%
-0%
-13%
17%
52%
14%
7%

Note: Does not include salaries and benefits for nurses or pupil transportation (both exempt from support cap)
Source: Virginia Department of Educaiton, Direct Aid Payment Sheets FY09-FY20, BLS CPI-U July 2008 - April 2019, CBO 10-year Economic Projections January 2019
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